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Home dÃ©cor has got a lot of scope and importance these days. Today people donâ€™t just considering
buying furniture or curtains as accessories instead very item used in the house is given proper
attention and care. There has been a continuous innovation in the field of home decoration as
people are looking for every time something new. These daysâ€™ people enjoy decorating their houses
and attach lot of precision in selecting accessories. Decoration of walls with beautiful light and
scones has been getting a lot of attention. Typically Wall Sconces lighting has become one of the
major pull whilst beautifying the houses. With the right furniture, complementing wall colors, a wall
sconce adds more beauty to a room. These Wall Lights give a relaxing and soothing touch to any
room. With the soft glow, brilliant illumination and easy to install, a wall sconce becomes an efficient
way of beautifying a room with less space.

Wall lights and scones have been used for years in different ways. Ofcourse the size and design
has changed over the years. You have options from candle, electric bulb and electric candles
sconces. There are crystal sconces, some with modern touch which are called contemporary
sconce, for kidsâ€™ room, for elegance with an array of assortment to choose from. Each one of them
gives a warm and welcoming feeling. The best part about these wall sconces is that they are perfect
way to decorate our homes without occupying any ground space. They are great alternative of floor
or table lamps. The only thing to remember is to place it on such a spot on the wall so that it does
not glare on your eyes. There can be a great number of uses of wall scones, they can be used to
emphasize the art pieces of your house, the handicrafts you can even use artificial flower wit
scones. The more you leverage your creativity the more the beauty is reflected. The best part of
sconces is their use are not restricted you can use them anywhere to everywhere from rooms of a
house (Bedroom, dining room, and bathrooms) to your garden, courtyard, lobby, entryways etc

Wall sconces need correct before they are connected. Installing these wall sconces and mounting
brackets is easy. Mounting brackets should be secured to the wall as the electrical box is secured
with just two screws. They are powered up with an electrical wire via a switch containing a hot,
neutral and ground. Once the wiring is done, a center stud is screwed into the bracket, so that the
light fixture is attached with a locking nut. This can be done following the steps given in the manual
else with the help of a hired professional.

There are things which should be given due care before making use of sconces. The effect of a wall
sconce should never be over powering. Make proper choice of size and deign so that they go well
with the place they are used for. They provide great touch on the walls of staircase, living room or
the dining room too. They give amazing romantic ambience in the bedroom creating a certain mood.
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home beautiful.
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